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Premier Tool Manufacturer Since 1958

CST-1900 - Round Cable Stripper - Data Sheet

The CST-1900 is designed for fast and precise jacket removal of PVC, rubber, 

PE and other jacket materials, and works well on round cables with diameters 

ranging from 3/16” to 1-1/8” (4.5-29 mm). 

This is a Triple Action Tool, cutting longitudinally for end stripping, spiral for 

end stripping and mid-span cuts, and circular for jacket removal. A simple 

versatile easy to use tool your customers will love. The Replaceable Cutting 

Blade CST-7915 is spring loaded, adjustable for various cable diameters, 

provides a 90 degree blade rotation and is designed for long life. 

PATENTED

Specifications
Cut Type Slit, Ring

Cable Type Jacket, Round Distribution

Cable Diameter 4.5-29.0 mm

Material Metal

Length 5-1/4” (133.35mm)

Weight 0.299 lbs

UPC No 811490011977
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